Senate learns how drugs harm unborn

Ul prof. lectures on innocent victims

Brian Dick

The Daily Iowan

Children are today's drug victims - the actual or potential victims in the war against drugs. A university professor who will tell a Senate committee today in Washington, D.C.,

Brian Dick

What will happen to the lives of children when their parents are arrested and imprisoned because of drug abuse? How will the drug dependency of parents affect their offspring? What can be done to prevent children from becoming drug victims?

Brian Dick, professor of social work at the University of Iowa, will talk about these questions when he addresses a Senate subcommittee on drug abuse today in Washington, D.C. Dick, who has written extensively on the subject, will be one of several experts testifying before the committee.

Dick says that children of drug abusers face a variety of problems. These include health problems, emotional problems, educational difficulties, and economic hardships. In addition, children of drug abusers are more likely to become drug abusers themselves.

According to Dick, the effects of drug abuse on children can be both short-term and long-term. Short-term effects may include physical problems such as respiratory difficulties, as well as psychological problems such as anxiety and depression. Long-term effects may include physical problems such as lung cancer, as well as psychological problems such as schizophrenia.

Dick warns that children of drug abusers are at risk of becoming drug abusers themselves. He says that children of drug abusers are more likely to become drug abusers themselves if they are exposed to drugs at an early age. He also says that children of drug abusers are more likely to become drug abusers themselves if they are not provided with adequate support and guidance.

Dick stresses the importance of early intervention for children of drug abusers. He says that early intervention can help prevent children from becoming drug abusers themselves. He also says that early intervention can help prevent children from becoming drug victims.

According to Dick, the best way to prevent children from becoming drug victims is to provide them with adequate support and guidance. He says that this can be done by providing children with educational and emotional support, as well as by providing them with access to treatment and rehabilitation services.

Dick is hopeful that the Senate subcommittee will take action to prevent children from becoming drug victims. He says that the subcommittee has a responsibility to protect children from the effects of drug abuse.

He says, "The Senate subcommittee has a responsibility to protect children from the effects of drug abuse. Children are today's drug victims, and the Senate subcommittee must act to prevent them from becoming drug victims.
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Compromises in the work on numbers of state handicapped parking spaces

DERS MOINER (AP) - State handicapped advocates and the state's largest road-building unquestioned it Tuesday they could not reach an agreement on numbers of state handicapped parking spaces for the handicapped and nursing home residents on the street.

"This was because the state has never had such a number," said Don Peats, a handicapped advocate. "It's a very important issue." Peats said the state has been working on this issue for many years, but has been unable to reach an agreement.

DERS MOINER (AP) - In brief, the court records indicate that the state has not yet taken responsibility for the number of space for the handicapped in the state. The court records also indicate that the state has not yet reached an agreement on the number of space for the handicapped in the state.

Health experts: Secret pesticide ingredients may be hazardous

DERS MOINER (AP) - A growing number of health professionals is saying the secret ingredients added to pesticides are causing health problems.

"The secret ingredients added to pesticides are causing health problems," said Dr. John Doe, a health professional. "They are not safe for use on the public and are kept from the public on purpose to trade secrets." The secret ingredients include ingredients such as "unknown" and "unknown ingredients." The public is not aware of these ingredients.

Severe flu outbreak reported in Iowa; nursing home residents particularly vulnerable

DERS MOINER (AP) - A severe flu outbreak is reported in Iowa, with nursing home residents particularly vulnerable.

The Iowa Department of Health reports that there have been 354 cases of flu reported in Iowa, with nursing home residents particularly vulnerable. The flu outbreak has been characterized as "severe." The state is on alert to prevent the spread of the flu.

Doctor found not negligent in AIDS case

DERS MOINER (AP) - After 20 hours of deliberation, a Polk County jury found that Dr. John Doe was not negligent in the care of a patient who was later diagnosed with AIDS.

"I will not testify in court," said Dr. John Doe. "I will not testify in court." The jury found that Dr. John Doe was not negligent in the care of the patient.

In brief

Briefs

- The Project on Poverty at Yale University said that the U.S. poverty rate has increased for the first time since 1967.

- The American Psychological Association (APA) released a report stating that there is no evidence that a lack of sleep can lead to obesity.

- The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) reported that the global temperature in 2016 was the warmest on record.

Corrections

- The Associated Press reported that the Regency mall in Des Moines, IA has been quarantined due to a flu outbreak.

- The Iowa Department of Health reported that there have been 1,354 cases of flu reported in Iowa, with nursing home residents particularly vulnerable.

- The state is on alert to prevent the spread of the flu.

- The doctor found not negligent in the AIDS case.
Metro/Iowa

Americans matched with foreign students by Armchair Travelers

Job: Fight for The Daily Iowan

Would you be interested in a trip to France that might contain casual phone calls with new friends? A trip where you'll make new friends and learn about a different culture in a relaxed setting? Perhaps you're looking for somewhere to go to practice your French skills in a non-threatening environment? If so, Armchair Travelers might be the right fit for you.

Armchair Travelers is a program that matches American students with foreign students, providing a unique opportunity to learn about cultural differences and meet new people from around the world. The program is open to students of all levels and backgrounds, offering a chance to expand your horizons and gain new perspectives on life.

To learn more about the program, visit the Armchair Travelers website or contact them directly to discuss how you can participate.

The Silver Spoon

We are pleased to announce the opening of our elegant dining room for lunch. Our brand new kitchen is now complete, allowing us to expand the simple menu we offered last summer. We will continue to serve those favorite soups and sandwiches and have added some savory new hot entrées and special desserts to make your lunchtime gastronomic delight.

Serving lunch Monday-Friday, 11:30-1:30. (some exceptions from our regular menu)

- **The Garden Sandwich**
  - Fresh lettuce, tomato, onion, cream cheese, hummus, pesto
  - on whole wheat bread, toasted for $5.00

- **Baked chicken breast**
  - Served with mashed potatoes, mixed vegetables, and a garden salad for $6.00

- **The House Spinach Salad**
  - A new twist! With cranberry and walnuts, and a balsamic vinaigrette dressing for $5.00

- **Beef and Vegetable Stir Fry**
  - Trader Joe's brown rice and fresh broccoli, carrots, and onion, served with a side of rice for $7.00

Poll Workers Needed For Upcoming Referendum

Earn money for your student organization: $100 for one day or $200 for two days

Monday, February 12 and Tuesday, February 13

Poll worker bid forms available in the Office of Campus Programs and Student Activities and the Student Activities Center, IMU.

Forms must be submitted by 5 p.m. February 1 to the Office of Campus Programs and Student Activities, IMU.

One of America's Best Regional Hospitals Is Coming To Your Region.

For over 50 years, Duke University Hospital has been ranked as one of the best hospitals in the nation. But Duke isn't just a hospital; it's a community, a place where people come together to make a difference. And now, that community is expanding to include a new hospital in your region.

The hospital will be located in downtown Durham, just a short drive from campus. It will offer state-of-the-art facilities and services, providing the highest level of care to patients in our area.

If you're interested in learning more about this exciting opportunity, please contact us at Duke University Hospital, 1011 West Main Street, Durham, NC 27705. We look forward to hearing from you!

TIP hotline helps stop poaching

The Daily Iowan

In an effort to reduce deer-related poaching violations, new TIP (Tips to Prevent Poaching) units have been added to the Iowa Department of Natural Resources. The new TIP program will allow citizens to report poaching incidents anonymously.

Over 60 calls from persons witnessing or having knowledge of violations against fish and wildlife in Iowa resulted in 60 citations in 42 cases, DNR reported last week. Over 400 calls from the 42 cases resulted in 60 deer poaching violations.

Since the year 2000, the number of deer, poachers, and commercial poachers, endangered wildlife, and poaching incidents has been on the rise in Iowa. In 2006, more than 1,050 citations resulted from over 800 calls to the TIP hotline, according to the DNR.

Prom不忘ing a maximum $100 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of someone who violates state law, there were 60 citations in 42 cases.

In 2009, the TIP program moved to the Iowa Department of Natural Resources. The TIP program's website and phone numbers were updated to reflect the new website.

In 2010, the TIP program was retooled to include new features, including a new website, and a new phone number.

Norse's current website, www.tip-iowaco.gov, and phone number, 1-800-232-8100, are available online.

If you have any information that may lead to the arrest and conviction of someone who violates state law, please contact the TIP program.

Photos provided by Duke University Hospital.
Iowa, Nebraska crops may be years for another of drought

The Associated Press

Drought continued to wring moisture from the land in Iowa and Nebraska Saturday, and crop production in the two states was considered only a g"...

Budget

The $63.1 billion deficit falls just below the $64 billion raging through Congress, which is balanced on New Year's Day.

Addiction

report is the relative strength of each group and the probable effect on society.

Quayle

Qnade's "Iowa observes Father's Day out of love and respect.

Iowa City's morning newspaper is also Iowa City's largest newspaper, with an editorial staff of more than 50 year professionals, an editorial budget of over $200,000 and circulation of 20,000. The Student Senate and Communications Center are incorporated and the Publisher of the Daily Iowan will soon interview candidates for the position of editor for the term beginning June 1, 1990 and ending May 31, 1991.

Excerpt from the Daily Iowan

"Iowa City's morning newspaper is also Iowa City's largest newspaper, with an editorial staff of more than 50 year professionals, an editorial budget of over $200,000 and circulation of 20,000. The Editor of the Daily Iowan must have strong journalistic abilities and dedication, as well as skills in management and a clear sense of editorial responsibility. The board will weigh heavily such factors as scholarship, previous news-writing and editing experience (including work at the Daily Iowan or other daily newspapers) and proven ability to lead, organize and inspire a staff. Applicants must be currently enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the UI, or 1. Deadline for submission of completed application is Monday, February 6, 1990.
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Nigerian elections will be supervised by the Nigerian Election Commission, which, according to President Olusegun Obasanjo, will receive a budget of $300 million for the elections. The electoral body, which has been established to coordinate the elections, will also receive a budget of $100 million for voter registration. The president said he was confident that the elections would be free and fair, and that the Nigerian people would be able to exercise their right to vote in a democratic atmosphere. The president also announced that a committee would be set up to investigate the sources of funding for the elections, and that a legal framework would be put in place to prevent any interference by political parties or other groups. The president said that the elections were important for the country's future, and that they would be held in line with the provisions of the Nigerian constitution. The president also expressed his confidence in the ability of the electoral body to carry out its duties in an impartial and efficient manner. He said that the elections would be a test of the country's democracy, and that the Nigerian people would be able to make their voices heard in the political process. The president also announced that a high-level delegation, including members of the government, would be sent to the United States to participate in an international conference on democracy and good governance. The delegation would be headed by the president's special envoy for good governance, who would be responsible for coordinating the delegation's activities. The delegation would also include representatives of the government, civil society, and the private sector, who would be responsible for discussing the country's democratic challenges and opportunities. The president said that the conference would be an opportunity for the delegation to exchange views with other countries on good governance and democracy, and that it would be a platform for the delegation to present its views on the country's development priorities.
DeKlerk calls police out of 'political battlefield'

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — DeKlerk announced a new order to clamp down on political violence, saying he would no longer allow the police to stand back and let the ANC take the initiative in fighting the government's political battles.

DeKlerk addressed the police commanders about the need for them to take the initiative in clamping down on ANC violence. He said the ANC was now using violence as a political weapon.

He also outlined the reasons behind his decision to withdraw the police from politics. He said the ANC was using violence as a means of acquiring power and influence.

The new order is the latest in a series of moves by DeKlerk to strengthen his position in South Africa. It comes as the ANC is under pressure to abandon violence.

The ANC has been accused of using violence to protect its interests, particularly in the run-up to the elections. DeKlerk has said he wants to see an end to violence in South Africa.

DeKlerk's announcement comes after the ANC's leader, Nelson Mandela, said he would support the government in its efforts to find a peaceful solution to the conflict.

The ANC is under pressure to abandon violence, particularly after the recent clashes in the townships. Mandela has said he wants to see an end to violence in South Africa.

DeKlerk's announcement is likely to be greeted with mixed reactions. Some may see it as a sign of weakness, while others may see it as a step towards peace.

In the meantime, the ANC is under pressure to abandon violence.
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Armenians, Azerbaijanis cool hostilities

MOGILEV (USSR) — Armenians and Azerbaijani fighters began withdrawing from a key battlefront in the Soviet republics' war over Nagorno-Karabakh in a discussion over the best way to make the process of peace talks peaceful.

The Armenian National Movement agreed to continue demands made by the Azerbaijani People's Front for peace talks. Armenia's Human Rights and Minority Rights organizations support the interests of Armenians and Azerbaijani people.

Nagorno-Karabakh has been the subject of many peace talks. The Sevran negotiations were initiated by the Armenian government in 1988, leading to agreements between Armenia and Azerbaijan.

Governments of Azerbaijan and Armenia have agreed to negotiate over Nagorno-Karabakh, a region that has been a disputed territory between the two countries since the end of the Soviet Union in 1991. The Nagorno-Karabakh conflict has been a major source of tension between Armenia and Azerbaijan.

Shevardnadze: Gorbachev will not be re-elected

MICROSCOPE, Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze of Georgia said Saturday he did not foresee any problem with Soviet troops being deployed in Georgia in compliance with a Soviet Union decision to increase its military presence in the republic.

The Georgian government has announced that it will not oppose the deployment of Soviet troops in Georgia, which is a member of the Soviet military alliance known as the Warsaw Pact. The deployment is a significant development in the ongoing conflict between Georgia and Russia.

Gorbachev: I have some qualifications

BAGHDAD, Iraq — President Mikhail Gorbachev ordered Soviet troops to leave Iraq on Thursday after a one-night stay, and he agreed to meet with Iraqi leaders on Friday to discuss the withdrawal.

Gorbachev's announcement comes after his visit to neighboring Iran, where he agreed to meet with Ayatollah Khomeini and other high-ranking officials. The meeting is expected to focus on the Iraqi crisis and the future of the Soviet Union.

Romanians protest govt, concerned with no elections

BUCHAREST, Romania — More than 1,000 people demanded the ouster of the provisional government during a demonstration in Bucharest on Sunday.

The demonstration, which was held in Bucharest's Victory Square, was one of several protests held across Romania over the weekend. The protests were organized by opposition parties calling for early elections and an end to the government's policy of austerity measures.

Juba today

The Associated Press

Armenian National Movement agreed to discuss extending the truce to other parts of Nagorno-Karabakh, which has been the subject of many peace talks.

Shiite resistance groups in Iraq and Iran have gained in the past year and their concern with retaining Karabakh, which is in the Armenian-controlled region.

Gorbachev's efforts to promote peace have been successful in some cases, such as the cessation of fighting in Armenia and Azerbaijan. However, the conflict remains unresolved, with both sides continuing to seek territorial gains.

Soviet troops are expected to leave Iraq by the end of the month, although the exact timeline for their withdrawal is not yet clear. The decision to deploy Soviet troops in Iraq was met with strong opposition from the United States and other Western countries.

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

The Associated Press
Secrets of 'Iowa Poll' revealed

There simply is no place in serious journalism, the scoffer contends, for stories about, say, how many Iowans have lawn ornaments.

"What is the Iowa Poll?" someone asked a friend last week. "Isn't it an important poll in political science?"

He said he'd run the schoolyard.

That Bush, a former ambassador to the People's Republic, knows a great deal about China and the Chinese he does not despise.

But Bush's policy toward China, which most legislatures and the public find bizarre to say the least, certainly decreases serenity and sources — including, it need be, the deadl perfection.

"We like to be a bystander in the totemic' of the main stream Democratic regime, and ought to be used sparingly."

The 1990 election, the kind of unbuttoned

Presley, but also the more surprising

It is easy to see second

Bush vetoed last week. That attempt ended

The December edition of the Register's

Iowa Poll

supply and Demand

Bush vetoed last week. That attempt ended

It was the kind of blase, open reflection that supporters and observers expected for years during the 1988 election, the kind of substance that, for many politicians, the source of the affliction of course, also to be avoided.

But Bush's handling of the Chinese government in the wake of the Tiananmen Square massacre certainly seems to be a success.

Jeff Greenfield

Opinions expressed on the Viewpoints page of The Daily Iowan are those of the author, not the newspaper. The Daily Iowan, as a non-profit corporation, does not express or oppose opinions on these matters.
Investigation on jet crash focuses on fuel tanks, gauges

TOLEDO, Ohio — Investigators into the crash of a fuel-starved Avianca Flight 692 focused Monday on 45 minutes of circling the Eastern Seaboard and on fuel tanks, gauges and records amassed on a Long Island hillside.

The new first-tall-of-their-kind missiles that the plane was built on fell 20 to 30 feet below the ground, investigations said.

The death toll stood at 21 on Sunday, with 86 people injured — 10 died, 11 girls were 10 women, 22 of them 32 people remained in critical condition, officials reported.

Officials in Bogota were talking with New York traffic controllers on Saturday.

Although the plane was even mentioned its low fuel supply three times, it never declared a "fuel emergency," which would have given it landing priority, the NTSB said.

The plane crashed near the plane circling back for a second landing attempt at John F. Kennedy International Airport after an initial approach was aborted. Investigators immediately were focused on the fuel system because there was no sign of evidence of spilled fuel at the crash site, and it was heightened when investigators found that all four engines were not operating at the time of the crash.

Picking through the wreckage Sunday, investigators found fuel sheen on the engines, lifting the fuel to the tank area. There was little or no fuel in the tanks, or the fuel had spilled out, officials said.

Two of the four engines were not operating when the plane hit the ground, officials said.

Black boxes were recovered earlier from the fuel tanks, and they showed how much fuel was taken on board, said.

The engine tanks were not damaged significantly when the plane hit the ground, officials said.

The flight plan called for 2,000 pounds of jet fuel for the flight from Bogota, officials said. That would be enough for the flight at 4 hours, 40 minutes and about 30 minutes of extra fuel.

The NTSB is also looking into the effect that the shortened approach may have had on the fuel system, officials said.

An Avianca pilot in Colombia who asked that anonymity be assured. The Associated Press that a report said after an aborted landing may force the fuel away from the engines, causing them to stall.

"We're looking at that, but we don't have anything specific on that," Benson said. "We know that there can be potential fuel on the fuel system... that there are fuel pumps. But we're not sure if the fuel used by that fuel tank on the fuel system.

The Associated Press

On Saturday, Benson said investigators were studying Boeing manuals for information on this aspect. Raising was not a concern, officials added to the investigators.

On Saturday, Boeing spokesman Tom Cole said he did not know what effect on engines might have on the fuel system.
A record crowd of 13,201 fans was on hand for the traditional Hawkeye-Buckeye rivalry, as Ohio State made their first of 10 epsilon games at home.

Iowa coach C. Vivian Stringer was asked if she were surprised by the Buckeyes' performance. She said, "We're starting to play with confidence, and I think that shows." Stringer added, "We did a good job 46 and 17 in the second half. We tied them in the first half, and I think we were a little bit better than them in the second half."

Iowa's worksheet was already 6-0-0 in conference play, and they had just won a 71-48 victory over the Buckeyes.

The Buckeyes were led by senior forward Kari Students, who scored 15 points and had five rebounds. Students was named the game's Most Valuable Player for his performance in the 71-48 rout.

Iowa State's Stringer was interviewed after the game. She said, "I'm proud of our team. We played well tonight."

"I think Kari had one of her best games tonight," said Stringer. "We played well defensively, and we're getting better each game." Students added, "I'm happy we won. It's always good to win."

The Buckeyes will face the Hawkeyes again on Saturday. "We've got to keep working," said Students. "We need to improve our defense."
Sports

Steroid rumor prompts investigation

CHICAGO (AP) — University of Illinois will investigate charges by a former football player that team managers and coaches during his 4-year career distributed steroids. A university official would not discuss the inquiry, saying only that it is "ongoing." A 6-foot-5, 240-pound defensive lineman who graduated last year, allegedly distributed steroids at the Big Ten school during his college years to build up strength and endurance.

The investigation was initiated during random drug tests. Havens said, because the player had a good idea when testing would be and avoided testing, the university believes he may have distributed some of the manufacture's drugs to teammates.

Colorado football star arrested

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Former Colorado defensive lineman Arthur Johnson was arrested Saturday in connection with the alleged sexual assault of a University of Louisville student. Johnson, a third-team All-American, turned himself in at police headquarters and was booked into Louisville County Jail on charges including rape, kidnapping and sexual battery.

A second suspect, who lived in the Louisville area, remained at large. More than two dozen Colorado football players have been arrested or accused of嚴重 offenses.

Ann rules Skins

KENTON, Ohio (AP) — Arnold Palmer, playing his best golf in years, won two holes in a row with a two-putt 12-foot birdie to defeat the Skin Game course for the third straight year.

Jeff Woods, ranking second in the tournament, was forced to settle for a tie for second at 9-under 207. He won the other two games this season, were he helpless against Montana and Minnesota.

Three rebounds, as the Buckeyes coach had predicted, were the key to Saturday's action.

LOOKINGBILL D'Juan Strozier is one that is proving to be an outside threat for the Buckeyes.

The game this season, were he helpless against Montana and Minnesota.

Ted Wheeler, John Arena, the victory was his 13th in 18 games.

In his last game against Purdue, 9,140 fans saw Wheeler establish a personal best in the 45 college games.

Crain, Crain, shot put of freshman Maurea Jones, in 336-18.

The man Purdue fans call "Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike"..."Mike...
Steeler pair leads Hall inductees

"NEW ORLEANS"—The Pro Football Hall of Fame made the Hindenburg Hashmark Dynasty even more unbreakable. Saturday afternoon in the Superdome, former Steeler duo Lynn Swann and Lynn Littleton made sure there was no more.

"A lot of people are saying the Steeler dynasty is over. We've got a lot of memories to go on, but we still have 16 more games to go," Swann said. "Nothing else is going to happen until the season is over."

Sports

Gymnasts win duals; take four all-rounds

Pat Aker
The Daily Iowan
"We've got four great weekends ahead... we're going to be strong this season," head coach Bill Foster said.

Iowa 4x800 team qualifies for NCAAs

Pat Aker
The Daily Iowan
The Iowa women's 4x800 relay team qualified for the NCAA championships on Friday night in the 16th Big Ten meet of the season. The team proved it was one of the best in the conference and perhaps in the nation.

Iowa 4 x 800 team qualified with time of 8:55 at the Big Ten meet.

Wednesday Night Lights

The Daily Iowan
"We're going to be on top of our game and we're going to see if we can win," head coach Bill Foster said.

Gophers beat Hoosiers for first time since '82

Brenda King
The Daily Iowan
"We have been looking forward to this game for a long time," head coach Bill Foster said.

The field in the first half and led the Hawkeyes to a 2-0 win over the Hoosiers. The winning goal was scored by Iowa's Joe Neal.

Hawkeye Arena, University of Iowa

"Winning is the biggest thing in the world. We're not going to win every game, but we want to do our best," Foster said.

The Hawkeyes played well in the second half and scored three goals to take the lead.

North Carolina State 63, Northwestern 87

"We've been working hard all season," Foster said.

The Hawkeyes played well in the second half and scored three goals to take the lead.
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"We've been working hard all season," Foster said.

The Hawkeyes played well in the second half and scored three goals to take the lead.
Iowa swimmers capture Classic

Erica Wetzel

The Daily Iowan

For the first time in its history, the Illini Classic stood as the last pre-first-place trophy competition at the NCAA Championships. Feb. 13-17.

And from what was measured Friday and Saturday in Champaign, Ill., according to coach Stan Kvitko, "we're really pleased with the performance of the swimmers at this time. But we showed just too much confidence in the past season."

The women's team captured the Illini Classic title with 166 points, followed by Illinois, Wisconsin and Northern Illinois, respectively. Two Hawkeyes were also named first team All-Americans in the 200 fly and 200 breast, while a third was named second team All-American.

The men have four weeks until the Big Ten Championships and according to assistant coach Brad Henry, the Illini Classic gave them the "right amount of rest and preparation for the big race." The Hawkeyes are scheduled to swim again at the NCAA Championships on Feb. 20-22.

Show Someone You Care...

Place A Valentine Message In Our February 14 Special Valentine Edition.

Just pick out a design (indicate by number), enclose your message and payment for the ad, and put in the mail to:

THE DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS VALENTINE EDITION
111 COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
IOWA CITY, IOWA 52242

FINAL DEADLINE IS 4 p.m. FEBRUARY 9th.
We're coming to Iowa City!

Let us introduce ourselves (maybe you've heard of us). We're the U.S. Federal Disaster Assistance Team. We're here to provide assistance following major disasters. We've been involved in disaster management and assistance since the beginning, but every once in a while we try to reach out to people and to explain what we do and how we assist in times of need. That's why we're not in a hurry. We have been in the business of helping those in Iowa City and other areas since 1975, and our mission is to help people in need.

We're accepting applications for full-time, part-time, and temporary positions. Fill out the application form at our Iowa City office. For more information, give us a call. 218-401-503.

The U.S. Federal Disaster Assistance Team
Steve Glass  
The Daily Iowan

"Chess"ly musical 'energetic, painless'

One Queens Hall

Mike Nutt

The B-82's entertainment with their comic rock classics

Krisen Cen

Special to The Daily Iowan

The B-82's Thursday night show at the Five Seasons Center was proof that former college bands aren't always destined to fade away. It was a demonstration of the kind of enthusiasm that can still be found in music, even if it's hidden behind a facade of exaggerated sexuality and posturing.

The band's performance was a tour de force of energy and style, with each member contributing to the overall sound in a unique way. The lead singer, a striking figure with flowing hair, captivated the audience with her powerful voice and dynamic stage presence.

The supporting cast included a keyboardist, a bassist, and a drummer, who all added to the overall sound and rhythm of the performance. The keyboardist's innovative use of the instrument added depth to the music, while the bassist's powerful playing provided a solid foundation for the band's sound.

The drummer's ability to keep the beat and add intricate fills and cymbal work made the performance even more engaging. The guitarist, who expertly manipulated his instrument, added a layer of complexity to the music, while the keyboardist's innovative use of the instrument added depth to the music, while the bassist's powerful playing provided a solid foundation for the band's sound.

The performance was a testament to the power of music and the dedication of these musicians, who were clearly passionate about their craft. The energy and enthusiasm they brought to the stage were contagious, and the audience was left feeling energized and inspired by the experience.

The B-82's performace at the Five Seasons Center was a reminder of the importance of music and the joy it can bring to our lives. It was a night to remember, and one that I look forward to experiencing again.